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Technical Note

Noise Analysis for 3-Point Chemical Shift-Based
Water-Fat Separation With Spectral Modeling of Fat

Venkata V. Chebrolu, MS,1 Huanzhou Yu, PhD,2 Angel R. Pineda, PhD,3

Charles A. McKenzie, PhD,4 Jean H. Brittain, PhD,5 and Scott B. Reeder, MD, PhD1,6–8*

Purpose: To model the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) behavior of 3-point chemical shift-based water-fat
separation, using spectral modeling of fat, with experi-
mental validation for spin-echo and gradient-echo imag-
ing. The echo combination that achieves the best SNR
performance for a given spectral model of fat was also
investigated.

Materials and Methods: Cramér-Rao bound analysis was
used to calculate the best possible SNR performance for a
given echo combination. Experimental validation in a fat-
water phantom was performed and compared with theory.
In vivo scans were performed to compare fat separation
with and with out spectral modeling of fat.

Results: Theoretical SNR calculations for methods that
include spectral modeling of fat agree closely with experi-
mental SNR measurements. Spectral modeling of fat more
accurately separates fat and water signals, with only a
slight decrease in the SNR performance of the water-only
image, although with a relatively large decrease in the fat
SNR performance.

Conclusion: The optimal echo combination that provides
the best SNR performance for water using spectral model-
ing of fat is very similar to previous optimizations that

modeled fat as a single peak. Therefore, the optimal echo
spacing commonly used for single fat peak models is
adequate for most applications that use spectral modeling
of fat.

Key Words: chemical shift imaging; water-fat separation;
IDEAL; spectral modeling of fat; Cramér-Rao bound
J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2010;32:493–500.
VC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

CHEMICAL SHIFT-BASED water-fat separation meth-
ods have seen a recent increase in clinical use for
suppressing fat signal. The high signal intensity of fat
can obscure underlying pathology such as edema in
T2-weighted sequences and enhancing tissue in con-
trast-enhanced T1-weighted imaging. Multipoint
chemical shift-based water-fat separation methods (1–
4) such as IDEAL (iterative decomposition of water
and fat with echo asymmetry and least squares esti-
mation) (5,6) are known to provide robust qualitative
separation of water and fat signal with good signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) even in the presence of B0 and B1

field inhomogeneities, where conventional fat suppres-
sion methods are either inadequate or have reduced
SNR performance (7,8).

Most chemical shift-based water-fat separation
methods model fat as a single peak, separated �3.5
ppm (parts per million) from the water peak.
Although water has a single discrete peak, fat has
multiple peaks that arise from different chemical
moieties (protons on different carbon chains) each
with different chemical shifts (9,10). The presence of
multiple fat peaks, if not modeled accurately, leads
to incomplete separation of fat signal for qualitative
fat suppression methods and confounds attempts at
quantifying fat using quantitative approaches (9,11).
For example, signal from olefinic proton, whose reso-
nance frequency (5.3 ppm) is close to that of water’s
resonance frequency, will partly separate into the
water signal. This signal appears as ‘‘gray fat’’ (7) in
chemical shift-based water-fat separation methods
and represents incompletely separated fat signal
remaining in the water image. Moreover, for fat quan-
tification, spectral modeling of fat is necessary to
avoid large errors that may be clinically significant
(12,13).
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The noise performance of 3-point water-fat separa-
tion methods that model fat as a single, discrete peak
(single peak model) has previously been characterized
theoretically (14) and experimentally (6). Using this
model, SNR performance is maximized when the
phase shift between water and fat signals are (�p/
6þpk, p/2þpk, 7p/6þpk), where k is any integer. The
inclusion of multiple fat peaks in the signal model
(multipeak model), however, changes the model and
alters the noise performance of the separated water
and fat signals. The purpose of this work is to ascer-
tain the SNR behavior of chemical shift imaging
including spectral modeling of fat and to provide ex-
perimental validation. For comparison of optimal echo
times of multipeak and single peak models, we will
refer to the phase difference between water and the
main fat peak (peak with Dfp ¼ �210 Hz relative to
water at 1.5T) as the phase between water and ‘‘fat.’’

THEORY

The signal from a voxel containing water and fat can
be written as:

sðtÞ ¼ WeifW þ FeifF

XP
p¼1

rpe
i2pDfpt

 !
ei2pct þ e ½1�

where W and F are the magnitude of water and fat sig-
nals, cW and cF are the phase of water and fat signals
at t ¼ 0 sec (during radiofrequency [RF] excitation), C
is the local field inhomogeneity (Hz), Dfp is frequency
of the pth fat peak and rp are the relative amplitudes
of the different fat peaks, such that

PP
p¼1 rp ¼ 1. It

was assumed that all fat peaks had a common initial
phase (wF) based on the work of Yu et al (9). It is im-
portant to note that both frequencies (Dfp) and relative
amplitudes (rp) of the fat peaks are also assumed to
be known. The values of Dfp and rp can be measured
with magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) (12,15).
The values of rp can also be calculated using pre- or
self-calibration methods (5,9). These methods were
used to estimate the spectral content of fat in adipose
tissue (9), peanut oil (9), liver (15), and other areas of
clinical interest (9). The noise on the measured signal,
e, is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and
uncorrelated at different times, t(16). Note that for
this work the effects of T2* decay have been ignored,
which is a reasonable assumption for short echo
times and a small number of echoes (eg, three (6))
spaced closely in time.

A useful metric for the noise performance of a
water-fat decomposition is the effective number of sig-
nal averages, or NSA (1,2,17), defined as:

NSA ¼ s2

s2
r

½2�

where s2 is the variance of the noise in a source
image and s2

r is the variance of the noise in a calcu-
lated water or fat image. The minimum value of s2

r

that can be achieved by an unbiased estimator was
computed using Cramér-Rao Bound (CRB) analysis

and compared with the values estimated using single
peak and multipeak models.

The theoretical noise behavior of the water signal
was computed to determine the optimum echo combi-
nation that provides the best SNR performance for
water-fat separation with multipeak reconstruction
using the CRB analysis. CRB analysis uses Fisher in-
formation matrix (FIM) (14,17) to estimate the sensi-
tivity of data acquired to the parameters that are
being estimated in the presence of noise.

If S is the vector representation of the data, and P is
the vector representation of the parameters to be esti-
mated (W, F, cW, cF, and C) then the (k, l)th element of
the FIM is given by the equation:

FIMkl ¼
@

@pk

@

@pl
ln PrðSjPÞ

� �
½3�

where Pr(S|P) is the probability of observing S given P. The
theoretical minimum values for the variance of the esti-
mates of W, F, cW, cF, and C are given by the inequality:

s2
p̂k

� ½FIM�1�kk ½4�

where p̂k is the kth element of P. The expressions
related to the computation of FIM are described
below. For a group of three echoes measured at spe-
cific echo times, tn(n ¼ 1, 2, 3), we can write Eq. [1] in
a matrix format:

S ¼ AGþ e ½5�

where:

A6x2¼

cosðwW þ2pct1Þ
PP
p¼1

rpcosðwF þ2pct1þ2pDfpt1Þ

sinðwW þ2pct1Þ
PP
p¼1

rpsinðwF þ2pct1þ2pDfpt1Þ

cosðwW þ2pct2Þ
PP
p¼1

rpcosðwF þ2pct2þ2pDfpt2Þ

sinðwW þ2pct2Þ
PP
p¼1

rpsinðwF þ2pct2þ2pDfpt2Þ

cosðwW þ2pct3Þ
PP
p¼1

rpcosðwF þ2pct3þ2pDfpt3Þ

sinðwW þ2pct3Þ
PP
p¼1

rpsinðwF þ2pct3þ2pDfpt3Þ

2
6666666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777777775

½6�

S6x1 ¼ ½sr ðt1Þ siðt1Þ sr ðt2Þ siðt2Þ sr ðt3Þ siðt3Þ�T ½7�
G2x1 ¼ ½W F �T ½8�

e6x1 ¼ ½ er1 ei1 er2 ei2 er3 ei3 �
T ½9�

sr(tn) and si(tn) are the real and imaginary parts of
s(tn), the signal at the nth echo. en

y and en
i are the real

and imaginary parts of the noise at the nth echo. Com-
pared to the signal model used with single peak for
fat spectrum, the second column of the matrix A has
changed from a single exponential term (ei2pDf1tn) to a

sum of weighted exponentials (
Pp

p¼1 rpe
i2pDfptn ). Using

the formulation of the matrix A in Eq. [6] and using
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Eq. [3], all the elements of the FIM were computed.
The minimum variance of the unbiased estimator for
the parameters was computed from the inverse of FIM
according to Eq. [4]. Then the theoretical NSA values
for the magnitude of water and fat at different fat-
fractions or fat-water ratios were obtained using Eq.
[2]. These theoretical values at different amounts of
fat and water were also used to determine the optimal
echo shifts for methods using multipeak signal model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theoretical Maximum NSA and the Optimum
Echo Combination

Using the CRB formulation, the maximum NSA
achievable and the corresponding optimum echo com-
bination for multipeak reconstruction were deter-
mined. For a particular echo combination, NSA values
were computed for all possible fat-fractions (0 to
100% fat) for both the single and multipeak models.
The minimum NSA over all fat-water ratios (ie, worst
case) was determined for each echo combination. The
process of computing the minimum NSA was repeated
for a large set of echo combinations. Finally, the echo
combination that has the highest value for the ‘‘worst-
case NSA’’ is chosen as the optimum echo combination
because that echo combination gives the best possible
SNR performance over all possible fat-fractions.

For many acquisitions, particularly multiple echo
readouts, it is practical to maintain uniform echo
spacing between adjacent echoes. Therefore, simula-
tions (Fig. 1) were also performed for uniform echo
spacing between adjacent echoes. The results of this
computation comprise a subset of the earlier compu-
tation where echo spacing was allowed to vary inde-
pendently between adjacent echoes.

Phantom Imaging

A spherical phantom with peanut oil floating on 0.9%
normal saline doped with 5 mM NiCl2 to shorten the
T1 was used for all SNR experiments. Even though the
spectrum of triglycerides in human tissue (9,12) and
that of peanut oil (9) are slightly different, the effect of
the presence of multiple fat peaks on the NSA per-
formance can be demonstrated using this phantom.

Imaging of the phantom was performed with modi-
fied 2D fast spin-echo (FSE) and 2D spoiled gradient-
echo (SPGR) pulse sequences at 1.5T (Signa HDx
TwinSpeed, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI), using an
acquisition slab obliquely oriented across the fat-
water interface to achieve a wide range of fat-fractions
(Fig. 2). Both symmetric (�2p/3,0,2p/3, ie, TE ¼
�1.58, 0, �1.58 ms) and asymmetric (�p/6,p/2,7p/
6, ie, TE ¼ �0.39, 1.19, 2.77 ms) echo spacings were
chosen. The asymmetric combination has previously
been shown to provide optimal SNR performance for
single peak fat models. For SPGR imaging a phase
shift of 0 is not achievable, and so echo combinations
of (4p/3,2p,8p/3, ie, TE ¼ 3.18, 4.76, 6.35 ms) and
(5p/6,3p/2,13p/6, ie, TE ¼ 1.98, 3.57, 5.16 ms),

were chosen as symmetric and the asymmetric echo
combinations.

Each oblique image was repeated 200 times in order
to measure noise performance on a pixel-by-pixel ba-
sis, as previously described (5,6).

A single channel extremity coil was used for all
phantom imaging. For FSE the following image pa-
rameters were used: TR/TEeff ¼ 700/13.1 ms, 256 �
256 matrix, 1 signal average, 20 cm field of view
(FOV), 9 mm slice, 16 echo train length, and 631.3
kHz bandwidth (scan time ¼ 2:05 hours). For SPGR,
the following imaging parameters were used: TR/TE ¼
10.0/(3.18,4.76,6.35) ms for symmetric echoes, TR/
TE ¼ 10.0/(1.98,3.57,5.16) ms for asymmetric ech-
oes, 256 � 256 matrix, 1 signal average, 24 cm FOV,
10 mm slice, 683.3 kHz bandwidth, and 50� flip angle
(scan time ¼ 25 min).

Volunteer scans were performed on GE 3.0T VH/i
(HDx, GE Healthcare) magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) system with informed consent, approval of our
Institutional Review Boards and in compliance with
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) regulations. An 8-channel neurovascular coil
(GE Healthcare) was used for imaging the brachial
plexus. Imaging parameters included: FSE imaging,
TR/TEeff ¼ 2900/28.5 ms, 288 � 192 matrix, 2 sig-
nal averages, 30 cm FOV, 3 mm slice, 11 echo train
length, and 662.5 kHz bandwidth (scan time ¼ 5:31
min). An 8-channel extremity coil (GE Healthcare)
was used for imaging the knee. Imaging parameters
include: SPGR imaging, TR/TE ¼ 12.5/(4.56,5.35,6.15)
ms, 384 � 224 matrix, 1 signal average with partial
ky acquisition (0.80), and homodyne reconstruction
(18), 15 cm FOV, 1.0 mm slice, 631.25 kHz band-
width, and flip angle ¼ 50� (43 slices, scan time ¼
4:55 min).

Images were reconstructed online using an investi-
gational version of the multipeak (MP)-IDEAL and sin-
gle peak (SP)-IDEAL reconstruction algorithms. No
field map (C) smoothing (19) was performed for phan-
tom experiments with either SP or MP models, for
both FSE and SPGR phantom experiments. Noise var-
iances from the water images and individual source
images at the three echo times were computed on a
pixel-by-pixel basis over the 200 images in order to
measure NSA for each pixel (Eq. [2]). The fat-water
ratio was calculated for each pixel by averaging all 200
separated water images and fat images to obtain very
high SNR estimates of fat and water, and thus fat-
water ratio. For each experiment NSA measurements
were plotted against the fat-water ratio for all pixels.

RESULTS

The theoretical NSA calculations for the multipeak
reconstruction predict a optimal echo combination for
water/fat to be (�0.17p, 0.49p, 1.18p) for spin-echo
and (0.86p, 1.51p, 2.19p) for gradient-echo, when
using the spectral model corresponding to liver fat
(15). Using these optimal echo combinations the SNR
performance achieves an optimized value of the mini-
mum NSA of �3.00 for water for both spin-echo and
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gradient-echo. However, the NSA for fat is �2.41 for
spin-echo and �1.98 for gradient-echo, decreased
from the maximum possible of 3.0 when using a sin-
gle-peak model.

By comparison, the optimum SNR performance of
the single peak model is achieved using the echo com-
binations (�0.17p, 0.50p, 1.17p) for spin-echo and
(0.83p, 1.50p, 2.16p) for gradient-echo (k ¼ 1), which
correspond to the optimum echo combination for the
single peak model, are very close to the optimum val-
ues for the multipeak model. Using the optimized
echo combination of single peak model for multipeak
reconstruction, a minimum NSA of �2.95 for water
and �2.40 for fat can be obtained with spin-echo and
a minimum NSA of �2.95 for water and �1.97 for fat
with gradient-echo, theoretically. These computations
repeated with the spectral models of fat in adipose tis-
sue (9) and peanut oil (9) showed almost no difference
in the optimal echo-combinations and ‘‘worst-case’’
NSA.

Figure 1 shows the theoretical minimum NSA for
water (Fig. 1a,b) and fat (Fig. 1c,d) for all possible fat-
fractions (0 to 100% fat), plotted for the middle echo
(TE2) and echo spacing using multipeak (Fig. 1a,c)
and single peak (Fig. 1b,d) models. It can be observed
that the optimum echo combinations for the multi-
peak model with a common echo spacing between ad-

jacent echoes have similar middle echo values as that
of single peak models for both water (p/2 and 3p/2)
and fat (p/2). Moreover, an echo spacing of 0.68p
(Fig. 1a), which is only slightly greater than single
peak optimal echo spacing of 2p/3 (Fig. 1a), gives the

Figure 1. Theoretical mini-
mum NSA for all possible fat-
fractions (0 to 100% fat), cal-
culated against middle echo
and echo spacing for (a) water
and (c) fat, computed using a
spectral model of fat (15), and
compared with minimum NSA
for (b) water and (d) fat com-
puted using the single peak
model. ^ and “ indicate the
optimal echo combinations for
SE and GRE, respectively. |
and € indicate the nonoptimal
symmetric echo combinations
for SE (middle echo at 0) and
GRE (middle echo at 2p),
respectively, with ‘‘worst case’’
NSA of 0. The presence of
multiple fat peaks signifi-
cantly changes the NSA per-
formance for fat (c), with only
slight variation in the NSA
performance for water (a).
Therefore, the optimal echo
spacing commonly used for
single fat peak models is
adequate for multipeak mod-
els when water-only image is
the image of interest.

Figure 2. Improved fat-water separation can be seen by
comparing the water images of oil-water phantom (axial)
reconstructed with (left) SP-IDEAL and (right) MP-IDEAL
both imaged using spin echo pulse sequence. Residual fat
signal (shown with arrows in SP) in the water image of the
single peak reconstruction is partially caused by fat peaks
near the water peak. Window/levels are the same. W ¼
water, F ¼ fat.
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best noise performance for the multipeak model.
Therefore, the optimal echo spacing commonly used
for single fat peak models is adequate for multipeak
reconstruction when the signal in the water-only
image is of primary interest (ie, fat suppression).

Figure 2 shows axial scans through the oil-water
phantom acquired using asymmetrically acquired
echoes (�p/6, p/2, 7p/6) reconstructed using single
(SP) and multipeak (MP) signal models. Improved sep-
aration of water and fat is achieved with the multi-
peak reconstruction because of a more accurate mod-
eling of the fat spectrum. ‘‘Gray’’ fat seen on the single
peak model reconstruction images represents residual
fat signal that was incompletely separated.

Theoretical and experimental NSA performance of
the calculated water image of oil-water phantom for
single peak and multipeak models with both symmet-
ric echoes (�2p/3,0,2p/3) and asymmetric echoes
(�p/6,p/2,7p/6) are shown in Fig. 3 for the FSE ac-
quisition. Excellent agreement between theory and
experiment is seen with both echo combinations and
both reconstruction methods. Both SP-IDEAL and
MP-IDEAL reconstructions achieve CRB predictions.
NSA for (Fig. 3a) single peak model with symmetric
echoes show poor noise performance (NSA ¼ 0) when
water and fat are in same proportions within a voxel
(ie, fat-water ratio ¼ 1) (6,14). The nadir where NSA ¼
0 occurs at a fat-water ratio slightly greater than 1
(Fig. 3c) with MP-IDEAL. Importantly, the maximum

noise performance for water is only slightly decreased
(less than 10%) when using the multipeak reconstruc-
tion method. This indicates that the optimized asym-
metric echo combinations for single peak reconstruc-
tion also perform well for multipeak reconstruction.
Moreover, multipeak reconstruction results in
increased range of fat-water ratios seen in Fig. 3b,d,
where the maximum fat-water ratio increases from
�10 to �100. The maximum apparent fat-water ratio
was artifactually low because some of the fat signal
incorrectly was assigned as water when using a single
peak model.

Figure 4 shows NSA performance of the calculated
water image of the oil-water phantom for single peak
and multipeak models with SPGR sequence for both
symmetric echoes (4p/3,2p,8p/3) and asymmetric
echoes (5p/6,3p/2,13p/6). Improved agreement
between theory and experiment, and improved sepa-
ration of water and fat can be observed with spectral
modeling of fat. For SPGR the echo times are longer
and not including T2* decay into the signal model
may have resulted in this small deviation of experi-
mental results from theoretical prediction of NSA, as
seen at fat-water ratios close to 1.

Figure 5 shows the water images from a coronal
brachial plexus (Fig. 5a,b) FSE scan and from a sagit-
tal knee (Fig. 5c,d) SPGR scan, reconstructed using
single (Fig. 5a,c) and multipeak (Fig. 5b,d) signal
models. Subcutaneous fat is visibly better separated

Figure 3. Theoretical and experimental NSA of water for (a,b) single peak and (c,d) multipeak signal models, imaged using
FSE, with (a,c) symmetric (�2p/3,0,2p/3) and (b,d) asymmetric echoes (�p/6,p/2,7p/6) echoes. Dots are data and lines are
theoretical predictions. NSA for (a) single peak model with symmetric echoes show poor noise performance (NSA ¼ 0) when
water and fat are in same proportions within a voxel (ie, fat-water ratio ¼ 1) (6,14). Similar poor noise performance (long
arrow) is observed, however, at a fat-water ratio slightly greater than 1 with MP-IDEAL due to spectral modeling of fat. Maxi-
mum achievable fat-water ratio (short arrows) increased 10 times with MP-IDEAL reconstruction, indicating greatly improved
separation of water and fat signals provided by spectral modeling of fat. Close agreement between theory and experiment was
observed.
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from the water image reconstructed with spectral
modeling of fat.

DISCUSSION

The use of multipeak spectral modeling of fat greatly
improves fat-water separation by more accurately
modeling the NMR spectrum of fat. This leads to
improved suppression of ‘‘gray’’ fat and is also impor-
tant for quantitative methods that measure fat con-
centration. However, such modeling alters the noise
performance of water-fat decomposition, as demon-
strated above both theoretically and experimentally.
Interestingly, the optimal echo spacing for the three-
echo single peak model also provides excellent noise
performance for water reconstructed with spectral
modeling of fat.

The SNR performance of the estimated fat signal,
however, does decline significantly (best ‘‘worst-case
NSA’’ of 2.40 and 1.97 for FSE and GRE, respectively)
when fat is modeled with multiple peaks as compared
to when fat is modeled as a single peak (best ‘‘worst-
case NSA’’ of 3.0 for FSE and GRE). This behavior will
have little impact for qualitative methods aimed at
improved fat suppression, ie, only the water signal is
of interest, but may become important for quantitative
applications that use both the water and fat signals
for estimation of fat-fraction. Experiments also dem-
onstrated that the maximum achievable estimated
fat-water ratios increased, because the fat peak at 5.3
ppm and the other fat peaks not considered in the
single peak model are now correctly assigned.

In this work the Cramér-Rao bound was used to an-
alyze the noise performance because it provides more
quantitative information than the information pro-
vided by other metrics such as the condition number.
The condition number provides an indication of the
combined sensitivity of the estimated set of parame-
ters to changes in the measured values. In this way
the overall sensitivity to noise, and hence noise per-
formance, can be evaluated. However, the condition
number does not provide information about the spe-
cific variance of the individual estimated parameter
(eg, water or fat). The Cramér-Rao bound, however,
gives more specific information by providing the least
possible variance of the individual estimated parame-
ters and, therefore, is a more comprehensive means of
evaluating the theoretical noise performance of the
estimation problem.

Accurate spectral modeling of fat, while it avoids
large estimation biases that occur with single peak
models, will necessarily suffer from an unavoidable
reduction in SNR performance for the fat-only image.
This occurs because estimation of the signal in the fat
peaks that lie near the water peak (eg, olefinic) are
almost entirely dependent on the ability to resolve the
signal in the main fat peaks, distant from the water
peak. In this way we are trading reduction in estima-
tion bias for reduction in noise performance. However,
the adipose tissue in the water-only image still has an
NSA close to three. Therefore, the drop of NSA in the
fat image does not affect the contrast-to-noise ratio
(CNR) between the tissues in the water image, and
hence better separation of fat from the water image
improves the CNR in the water image.

Figure 4. Theoretical and ex-
perimental NSA of water for
(a,b) single peak and (c,d)
multipeak signal models,
imaged using SPGR, with sym-
metric echoes (4p/3,2p,8p/3)
and asymmetric echoes (5p/
6,3p/2,13p/6). Dots are data
and lines are theoretical pre-
dictions. Maximum achievable
fat-water ratios (shown with
arrows) increased with MP-
IDEAL reconstruction. Close
agreement between theory and
experiment was observed with
spectral modeling of fat.
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An important assumption of the multipeak recon-
struction approach used in this work is that the spec-
tral model of fat is considered known. However, differ-
ent types of fat may have different relative amplitudes
of some of the various fat peaks. In vivo, however, the
possible changes in these peaks are small. For exam-
ple, the UCSD group (20) has shown in a large group
of patients (>100) that the spectral characteristics of
liver triglycerides are very similar with relatively small
differences across patients. In addition, Cui et al (21)
demonstrated 13% changes in the amplitude of the
olefinic peak of triglycerides in adipose tissue with
dramatic changes in the dietary intake of saturated
vs. polyunsaturated fat. A 13% change in the olefinic
peak, which carries �5% of the fat signal, would
result in an �0.5% error for a voxel containing pure
triglyceride, and a smaller error when fat is mixed
with water. This represents a relatively small bias,
particularly for qualitative applications.

In conclusion, this work investigated the use of the
Cramér-Rao bound to analyze the noise performance
of chemical shift-based water-fat separation methods
that use spectral modeling of fat. The optimal echo
combination that provides the best SNR performance
for water using spectral modeling of fat is very similar
to previous optimizations that modeled fat as a single
peak. Therefore, the optimal echo spacing commonly
used for single fat peak models is adequate for most
applications that use spectral modeling of fat.
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